TERMS & CONDITIONS OF QUOTATION/ESTIMATE
- Pricing expires after the "Expiration Date" listed on quotation/estimate. Acceptance of this quotation or purchase orders placed after the "Expiration
Date" will, in most situations, be rejected and require a re-quote.
- Delivery Date is an estimate only. Quotations accepted more than 7 business days after submittal to the customer may require a Delivery Date
adjustment. Please note, Parker Precision Molding, Inc. can only control in-house production scheduling, we are unable to control the speed of our
outside vendors, shipping/freight times, acts of God, etc. We will make all attempts to quote our delivery date as accurately as possible.

- Delivery dates that are expedited by the customer to any date prior to the date described by the quotation/estimate, will result in an expediting fee.
- Request for a deferral of shipment will be accommodated up to 30 calendar days from the original agreed upon delivery date.
After the 30 calendar days, the shipment will be charged to the customer and may incur a inventory fee.

- The quoted/estimated pricing only applies to the lot quantity specified in quotation/estimate, any deviation to a lower quantity will result in a requote.

- Unless otherwise specified, the components and assemblies are quoted completed per the print or RFQ requirements/instructions. Any deviation of
requirements, or revisions not stated at the time of the RFQ will result in cancelation of the quotation/order and will require a requote.
- Any components or assembly components that are noted as “Non-Returnable” or “Special Order” will be charged up to 100% of the quoted price in the
event of an order cancellation.
- Any customer that will be required to provide payment “Cash in Advance,” “Payment Upfront,” “Due Upon Receipt,” “Deposit Required of x.xx%,” or
any other variation of phrasing of “payment being due prior to work completed,” materials, tooling, etc. will not be ordered for production until funds
are received and cleared in our account.
- Shipment of orders will be either by Our Truck, Customers’ Truck, Parcel Freight (UPS, FedEx, DHL, etc.), Less Than Load (LTL), or Truck Load (TL). For
freight being shipped other than Our Truck or Customers’ Truck, freight is to be covered by customer using their account number, or by collect.
- Quotation/estimate is only good for the components, assemblies, tooling, etc. outlined. Any other requirements, tooling, fixtures, etc. are not included
unless directly stated in the estimate/quotation.
- Please only submit purchase orders via e-mail to MParker@ParkerPrecisionMolding.com, referencing the quotation/estimate number. Purchase orders
sent to any other e-mail or via fax will not be accepted.

